Inside the main entrance standing on the historic gym floor, looking south. Bleacher railings are installed on level 3, the staged materials are clearing off the historic gym floor this week, and aluminum windows are framing out on level 1.

Views from standing at the same spot. On the left, looking back into the open atrium of the Bear Down Gym. On the right, a view looking the opposite direction towards the Bartlett Academic Success Center (BASC) across the new bridges. Bear Down Gym is reflected in the BASC windows.
View of progress on the shade canopy between the Main Library and the east entry to Bear Down Gym! Check out the decorative ovals that will hang above the walkway. They will match ovals in the landscaping like the one below the canopy connecting the Albert B. Weaver Science and Engineering Library to the Bear Down Gym.
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ARCHITECT’S RENDERING

A view of the Bear Down Gym interior as compared to the architect’s rendering directly above. Things are moving quickly!